The Dustbane Way
Cleaning a Greenhouse

Cleaning a greenhouse starts with a simple program. Ask us about a custom program that will meet your individual needs.
Here’s our baseline recommendation.
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Note: Plants and greenery must be removed before any chemical application.
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Disinfectant Cleaner: UniTab
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Hard Surface Cleaner: Oxy-Q

UniTab’s gentle formula is non-corrosive and doesn’t
generate fumes which could be harmful for plants. It’s
effective against a broad range of microorganisms and
is a safer alternative to bleach. DIN: 02470381.
• Dilute 2 tablets per 1 L of water for disinfection.
• Dilute 1 tablet per 20 L of water for sanitizing.

A hydrogen peroxide based disinfectant can prevent
the growth of algae and viral plant pathogens in a
greenhouse. Oxy-Q has limitless cleaning options and
is perfect for removing residues and dirt off of hard
surfaces. UL ECOLOGO® Certified.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:256.
• Available in 4 L.

Dustbane Products Ltd., 25 Pickering Pl., Ottawa, ON K1G 5P4
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Victory Electrostatic Sprayer/Backpack
Greenhouses have many crevices and unreachable
surfaces. The Victory Series makes those hard to reach
areas attainable by providing a 360° coverage on all
targeted surfaces. Ideal for use with disinfectants,
degreasers, and odour control.
• Available with a 0.25 gallon tank capacity (Sprayer)
• Available with a 2.25 gallon tank capacity (Backpack)
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Floor Cleaner: Emerald
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Debris Pickup: Targa XL 18 Dolly

Dirt, mud and debris are no match for Emerald. Use to
cut through heavily soiled floors with safe but powerful
ingredients. Emerald is suitable for all washable surfaces
and contains no solvents or phosphates. UL ECOLOGO®
Certified.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:80.
• Available in 4 L.
Greenhouse floors can get dirty quickly. A high
performance wet & dry canister vacuum is the perfect
piece of equipment for picking up anything that can
track in an out of the area. The attached squeegee on
the Targa XL 18 is ideal for water residue and mud.

• Tel: 1-800-387-8226 Fax: 1-800-363-5309 www.dustbane.ca

